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Happiness and sorrow are the part of the life. Someone has rightly said that time is never constant;
it keeps on changing like the wheelâ€™s position. But a person who adjusts to live happy in any
circumstances can rule over the sadness. One cannot deny from the fact that when a bad situation
comes it sometimes break a person totally. The life seems to be disappointed and hopeless at that
time.

It is also true that there is no market for your emotions. It may happen that once or twice people will
understand your feelings, your sadness but no one will entertain longer if you will always keep on
talking about your troubles. So, there are many solutions by which you can stay apart from the
worries. Keeping yourself busy for the whole day may be one solution but this will also affect your
productivity because whatever you do will do in a bad mood. Another solution may be jokes.

Jokes are a part of life; the good jokes make a person happy not only for that moment but also later
when you remember them. In some situation they have proved themselves as a healer of the
worries. The way of telling the jokes does matters a lot in case you are hearing them from your
friends or others. Even a simple sentence can make the environment funny if the speaker presents
that in an effective manner.

Life is too short to live and we should not waste our time in thinking about the worries and troubles.
Whenever such situation occurs that sadness starts overruling the happiness, you should try to be
calm. To change the mood, take the help of funny movies, funny books. These books contain
number of good jokes that will make laugh out of heart. Some books are solely based on santa
banta jokes while others are a mixture of all.

You can also search these jokes online according to the category. Many websites are there that
provide awesome jokes of all kind. You can also be a centre of attraction among friends in a party or
get together by telling them those jokes. But that too needs an art as you may become a victim of
embarrassment if you forget the joke in the mid or end.

So, if you are thinking of doing the same then rehearse the joke once before presenting. This has
been scientifically proved smile is the best medicine; it cures the body from many diseases. It does
not mean that one can smile anytime in any situation; but always try to overcome from the situation.

It is also true that whatever the time is good or bad; it will definitely change after a period. So, keep
smiling as a single smile can win many hearts. People generally love the company of jolly person.
One thing that needs a kind consideration is that you should take care of listenerâ€™s feeling. At times
situation may arise that your joke can hurt someone. For example sardar jokes may hurt a person
who belongs to the same religion.

Once it happened then the whole party may ruin. Jokes too have many categories like wedding
jokes, professional jokes, party jokes and many more. You have to decide which jokes suits to your
situation.

So, take the advantage of these jokes to forget what you donâ€™t like.
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Rakesh Bhardwaj - About Author:
a Santa banta jokes are specially mentioned in the books based on these two comic characters that
are popular worldwide.
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